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Abstract: Attosecond dynamics of a xenon atom coherently driven by a strong control field at 
which the Rabi frequency of the system is comparable to the frequency of a driving laser is 
investigated. We present the first time-resolved observation of the counter –rotating wave effect 
motion in the highly excited xenon using using attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy 
(ATAS). In solids under strong field, the strong Wannier-Stark localization and Zener-type 
tunneling were expected to drive this ultrafast semimetallization. The current study shows the 
similarity of this phenomena in various materials, and suggests the universality of the physical 
picture can be explained by the localization of Wannier-Stark states. 
 

Light-matter interaction has been long-standing topic of intensive research since 1930s, when modern 
physics was founded and thriving. For instance, controlling properties of a material using light has also drawn 
interest. With advance of laser technology in both intensity and pulse duration, nonlinear phenomena can be 
induced as well as probed dynamically. Among many topics, in this talk, the counter rotation effect in atom and 
the semi-metalization in insulator will be discussed, which have been investigated utilizing isolated attosecond 
pulses and few cycle laser pulses,  
 

We report, for the first time, the real time 
observation of ultrafast sub-cycle CRW 
feature with optical frequencies. We study the 
CRW effect in highly excited 4d-1np states in 
atomic xenon, which are dressed by an intense 
IR pulse. We probe the field-driven dressing 
dynamics in the 4d-1np manifolds using an 
attosecond pulse delayed with respect to the 
IR pulse. All 4d-1np states are autoionizing 
states with a lifetime of about 6.6fs, due to the 
Auger decay of the unstable 4d hole. 
Consequently, the CRW has to be faster than 
the lifetime to be observed. For an 800nm 
pulse, the optical period is 2.6fs and the CRW 
motion occurs within 1.3fs, beating several 
times within the core lifetime. To observe the 
ultrafast electron dynamics in the real time, we applied ATAS, which extends transient absorption spectroscopy 
to attosecond time scales. Using attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy, asymmetric Autler-Towner effect 
has been observed in Xe atom and ultrafast oscillation due to counter rotation wave effect was clearly revealed 
for the first time.  The appearing of CRW effects in ATAS has been theoretically studied [21,22] but has not 
been clearly seen in experiment. 
 

Here we also show the semimetallization to 
be a general phenomenon for wide-bandgap 
insulators subjected to intense optical fields. We 
have investigated the semimetallization in 
wide-bandgap dielectric crystals such as quartz, 
sapphire, and calcium fluoride. Using few-cycle 
visible pules, we demonstrated that insulators 
such as SiO2, CaF2 etc. can be made metal for a 
brief moment.  Such field-induced current can 
be switched in one femtosecond or 
sub-femtosecond time scale. They exhibit a 
remarkable resemblance in their responses to 
intense optical fields despite notable 
dissimilarities in their composition, structure, and 
electronic and optical properties  

Fig. 1. Attosecond Transient absorption spectrum of Xe. at 
different delays between XUV and IR pulse at IR intensity  

Fig. 2. Semimetalization of insulator under strong 
field. Transferred charget versus field strength of laesr 


